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Dear Sir,

Many thanks for allowing us to return our comments and revised article to BMC journals. Our comments are given below for each of the points raised by you (marked in italics).

However, we will not be able to proceed until you have revised your manuscript to address the following points:

- Manuscript sections should include (in the following order): Abstract; Background; Methods; Results; Discussion; Conclusions; Abbreviations (if any); Competing interests; Authors’ contributions; Acknowledgements; References; Figure legends (if any); Tables (if any); Description of Additional files (if any).

We have changed the heading of the Abstract from "Objectives" to "Background". Consequently, we have included two introductory sentences to provide a background in the first paragraph.

We have changed some of the headings in the text to match the required format. Those changes have been marked in “Track changes”.

Please include a ‘Competing interests’ section between the Conclusions and Authors’ contributions. If there are none to declare, please write ‘The authors declare that they have no competing interests’.

We have included such a paragraph and such wording.

Please include an Authors’ contributions section before the Acknowledgements and Reference list.

Done.

We strongly encourage you to include an Acknowledgements section between the Authors’ contributions section and Reference list.

This has been done.

Please acknowledge anyone who contributed towards the study by making substantial contributions to conception, design, acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data, or who was involved in drafting the manuscript or revising it critically for important intellectual content, but who does not meet the criteria for authorship. Please list the source(s) of funding for the study, for each author, and for the manuscript preparation in the acknowledgements section.

This has been done.
Authors must describe the role of the funding body, if any, in study design; in the collection, analysis, and interpretation of data; in the writing of the manuscript; and in the decision to submit the manuscript for publication.

Funder had no such role.

These sections should be included in your manuscript file.

This has been done.

We have marked all those new paragraphs included after the article itself with yellow.

The figure heading has been inserted at its proper place in the manuscript. (Figure is the same as submitted earlier).

We look forward to hearing from you on this.

Yours sincerely,

Birger C Forsberg
Birger.Forsberg@ki.se